VER the past decade, there has been a proliferation of theories about consciousness and anesthesia. The article by Meyer in this issue of Anesthesiology reviews some plausible arguments as to how anesthetic drugs might induce unconsciousness. If we want to understand anesthesia, we first need to know what the drugs are doing to the central nervous system, and then, second, exactly how the effects of these drug are altering the central nervous system function so as to cause the observed behavioral effects of general anesthesia, namely the loss of somatic, autonomic, and cognitive responsiveness to noxious stimuli. It is probably useful to separate the what and how questions. Currently, we have numerous studies that contribute information regarding the what questions, but many fewer answers to the how questions. Any complete explanation of anesthesia must include detailed descriptions of what processes are occurring at all spatial scales and then also how these processes are linked between scales. How does the anesthetic drug bind to the receptors? How does the receptor dysfunction change neuronal activity? How does the altered neuronal activity affect the activity of populations of neurons? How does disturbance in neuronal population activity result in impairment of consciousness? The corollary of this is that a full understanding of the action of anesthetic drugs is somewhat in the domain of “big science,” requiring a synthesis of expertise in the fields of organic chemistry, ion channel kinetics, cellular neuroscience, systems neuroscience, network topology, and behavioral biology (fig. 1).

In the accompanying article, Meyer addresses one of the how questions. He postulates that anesthetic disruption of dendritic function could explain how a multiplicity of different molecular effects at the level of the neuron could translate into the observed anesthetic-induced loss of signaling from higher order, more anterior, association cortical regions—the loss of so-called top–down feedback. In essence, he presents an argument that microscale suppression of apical dendritic conduction prevents top–down signaling, disrupting predictive processes; which, in turn, are themselves necessary prerequisites for the conscious state. It is a very cortex-centric argument, and he reviews data emphasizing the idea that perception—and probably consciousness itself—is primarily constructed within a functioning cortex and not generated as a reaction to sensory input. The model also explains why different classes of drugs, which act on a range of different receptors (e.g., γ-aminobutyric acid, N-methyl-D-aspartate, hyperpolarization-cyclic nucleotide, calcium), might cause the final common behavioral state of anesthetic loss of consciousness. His approach draws heavily on the (elegant but unproven) idea that the behavioral effects of anesthesia are primarily caused by disturbance of information flux in the brain. He then reviews a number of theories of consciousness that highlight the importance of expectation (and prediction) in the processes of perception. The point being that consciousness arises from a brain that is actively constructing models of reality and comparing them with external input.

This article succinctly brings to the attention of the general readership many of the recent concepts related to anesthesia and consciousness. It follows the commonly accepted format of marshaling an argument from qualitative biological evidence. However, these traditional types of formulations are probably not stringent enough. To make further progress in explaining anesthesia, it is necessary to move beyond the usual discursive biological arguments about what mechanisms might be plausible; to a position of being able to narrow down exactly what mechanisms really are absolutely necessary for the observed phenomenon. This requires that any theory be disprovable and quantitative. The onus should be on any proposer to describe an experiment that would disprove their theory. If we suggest that dendritic malfunction causes loss

“The model [described also elegantly] explains why different classes of drugs … might cause the final common behavioral state of … loss of consciousness.”
of consciousness, I would suggest that an experiment that showed ongoing consciousness in the presence of dendritic malfunction would disprove the theory. The problem with the, more abstractly framed, predictive coding aspect of this article is that it seems to be undisprovable. The evidence presented consists mainly of electrophysiological studies. There are huge problems in assuming that syntactic information theory applies to actual semantic information processing within the brain; and even more problems with assuming that information flow correlates with scalp electroencephalogram signals. Finally, there is the proverbial elephant in the room—the infamous “hard problem” of consciousness. As a profession, we have largely ignored this issue or sidestepped the mind–body question by claiming consciousness is all an illusion. This hard problem is indeed hard or even insoluble and will likely keep philosophers, neuroscientists, and anesthesiologists busy for decades to come.

The other serious deficiency in most theories of consciousness is that they are not even approximately quantitative. As an example, if we were to apply a quantitative approach to the work by Meyer, we should be able to determine exactly how much microscale suppression of apical dendritic conduction is required to disrupt predictive processes. Probably completely new mathematical methods and concepts will have to be developed. Eventually a proper theory of anesthesia will require formal mathematical statements (possibly even equations) that can link synaptic and ion channel drug effects with patterns of neuronal population information flow and clinical behavior (and perhaps even consciousness) and thus make possible a robust scientific basis for the clinical titration of anesthesia.
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